Launch Your Agile Transformation
with AgileIgnite
TM

Rapidly Deliver Measurable Business Outcomes

K EY B E N E F I TS

Organizations across the globe are tapping into the true potential of
their teams by adopting an agile mindset inside their culture. Born from

› Reduce business and technical risk

the need for large teams to rapidly deliver working software, agile has

›M
 inimize wasted work

evolved to become applicable across all areas of organizations that want to
minimize wasted effort and focus on continuously delivering value. The agile

›C
 ontinuously deliver higher
quality work

revolution has spread far across the globe and is leading the movement
toward more enjoyable and creative workplaces. The path towards agile
transformation is never easy, but with a purposeful approach and strong

› Increased predictability
and transparency

support, your organization can begin its agile journey with confidence.

›B
 uild trust across your organization

AgileIgnite™ was designed as a bold first step down your transformation

›E
 stablish a sustainable pace for
your teams

path. It includes an assessment of your current state, multiple interactive
training and workshop sessions, and a visualization of a custom agile

› Improve employee satisfaction

implementation roadmap. We will focus on educating leadership, clarifying
real business outcomes, designing cross-functional teams and training
key employees.

K EY AC T I V I T E S

As your agile partner, our goal is to allow your organization to embrace
change at a comfortable pace, while creating a laser focus on measurable

›K
 ickoff

business outcomes.

›A
 ssessment Meetings

The AgileIgnite Path To Success

›B
 usiness Outcomes Workshop

Our team will help you understand how agile can elevate your company

› Organization Design Workshop

to the next level.

› Leadership Workshop

After your multi-week engagement, your organization will be equipped

›A
 ssessment Review

to implement some or all of the proposed roadmap, either on your own

›A
 gile Training

or in partnership with an experienced AgileThought coach. The roadmap,
coupled with a rapid attack plan, gives your organization the tools to win big.

AG I L E T H O U G H T. C O M
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›C
 reation of Transformation Roadmap

